Summer 2016 Herb Scarf Summer Research Projects

- **Professor Ray Fair**, “Health Consequences of College Contact Sports.”
  Award: Christopher Champa ‘18
  Award: Jason Gaitonde ‘18
- **Professor Christopher Udry**, “Agrarian Knowledge, Social Learning and Innovation in Technology.”
  Award: Katherine Bradley ‘17
  Award: Umme-e-Amen Jalal ‘17
- **Professor Samuel Kortum**, “Carbon Taxes in an International Setting.”
  Award: Michael Wang ‘17
  Award: Justin Young ‘18
- **Professor Costas Arkolakis**, “Solution of Multi-Dimensional Discrete Choice Problems with Fixed Costs.”
  Award: Jake DiCicco ‘17
  Award: Tra Nguyen ‘18
  Award: Yunus Tuncbilek ‘18
- **Professor Dean Karlan**, “Research for Impact Audits in Collaboration with Impact Matters.”
  Award: Yoonyoung Choi ‘18
- **Professor Michael Peters**, “Growth and Structural Change: Lessons from the Micro Data.”
  Award: Warren Zhang ‘17
  Award: Adam Harris ‘17
  Award: Zara Contractor ‘17
- **Professor Jose-Antonio Espin-Sanchez and Nicholas Ryan**, “Local Water Markets in Tamil Nadu, India.”
  Award: Jinchen Zou ‘18
  Award: Sarah Merchant ‘17
- **Professor Jose-Antonio Espin-Sanchez**, “Revisiting Chinatown.”
  Award: James Barile ‘18
- **Professor Jose-Antonio Espin-Sanchez**, “Inequality and Vertical Mobility Over the Very Long Run.”
  Award: William Giraldo ‘17
- **Professor Andrew Metrick**, “How Have National and Multinational Bodies Responded to Financial Crises.”
  Award: Ryan Chan ‘17
  Award: Anshu Chen ‘18
  Award: Karen Yang ‘18
- **Professor Kevin Williams**, “Product Variety, Across-Market Demand Heterogeneity and the Value of Online Retail.”
  Award: Daniel Hoogstraten ‘17
- **Professor Justin Murfin**, “Information Content in Traded Syndicated Loans.”
  Award: Casey Klingler ‘18
  Award: Dennis Zhao ‘19
- **Professor Marina Niessner**, “Social Media and Slant in the Market for Financial Analysis.”
  Award: Portia Shea ‘17
  Award: Michael Yuan ‘18
- **Professor Marina Niessner**, “Social Networks Meet Investing.”
  Award: Jae Hyung Kim ‘18
- **Professor Matthew Spiegel**, “The Impact of Return Chasing on the Structure of the Mutual Fund Industry.”
  Award: George Chen ‘18
- **Professor Martin Shubik**, “Prisoners’ Dilemma: Variations and Critique.”
Award: Dean Li ‘19
  Professor Kosuke Uetake, “The Effect of Merger Remedies on Consumers and Markets.”
  Award: Justin Katz ‘18

Award: Ram Prasad ‘18
  Professor Rodrigo Canales, “Violence, Institutional Capabilities and Economic Outcomes in Mexico.”

Award: Justin Katz ‘18
  Professor Lorenzo Caliendo, “Quantitative Trade.”
  Award: Jungo Kasai ‘17
  Award: Kevin Huang ‘18

Award: Ram Prasad ‘18
  Professor Ahmed Khwaja and Vineet Kumar, “The Dynamic Effects of Collaborative Experience in Research Networks: Evidence from Innovation and R&D in the Pharmaceutical Industry.”
  Award: Sarah Kim ‘17

Award: Ram Prasad ‘18
  Professor Ahmed Mobarak, “Research on Migration and Development.”
  Award: Zaki Bahrami ‘18
  Award: Andi Wang ‘17
  Award: Pranav Bhandarkar ‘18
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